TOP SECRET
TO BE KEPT UNDER LOCK AND KEY:
NEVER TO BE REMOVED FROM THE OFFICE.

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 595
1 May 1944

Your Number 1779,

1. Concerning measures for ensuring the maximum degree of security [KONSPRACTIV] among our workers [3 groups unrecovered] by a note which I am preparing in conformity with [4 group unrecovered].

2. On the basis of your telegram I shall once more brief the workers of the OFFICE [KONTOR] [i].

3. Conversations between our workers about our work inside the PLAN'T [ZAVOD] [ii] building I have allowed only on the premises of the OFFICE [i] where there is a telephone with the stipulation that the wireless must be switched on and that they do not talk loudly [a].

4. I shall not let GRANDPAPA [BEDUSHKA] [iii] allude [19 groups unrecovered] is losing [his/her]-[b] previous bad habits.

No. 317
MAY [baj] [iv] 11 o'clock

T.N. (a) Literally "obligatorily with the wireless switched on and not loudly".

[b] Requires to be supplied in the English, although omitted in the original.
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Comments:  

[i] KONTORA: the State Security apparatus in the Soviet Consulate-General in NEW YORK.  

[ii] ZAVOD: the Soviet Consulate-General in NEW YORK.  

[iii] DUDUSHKA: Evgenij Dmitrievich KISELEV, Soviet Consul-General in NEW YORK.  

[iv] MAJ: Pavel FEDOSIEV.